
QCN7001B Q-See Platinum Series 720p Resolution Weatherproof Bullet Camera  

Featuring color-rich 1280x720 image quality, grainy footage is a thing of the past with the 

QCN7001B High Definition IP Cameras. Dual encoded streams provide a streaming signal with 

reduced bandwidth and, with a maximum frame rate of 30 fps, live and recorded video plays 

smoothly and continuously. Q-See's 720P bullet style IP Camera is the ultimate, versatile tool for 

your surveillance needs. Effortlessly add HD quality 720p resolution using the exclusive plug and 

play simplicity of the Q-See NVRs. Or, easily use it as a high definition, stand-alone system! The 

camera's built-in web server makes it easy to stream and share video without a direct connection 

to a NVR. All that is needed is an internet connection and a router! With the included Anti-Fog 

feature, never worry about changing weather conditions affecting your camera's lens. Versatile 3-

axis brackets allow each camera to be mounted to just about any flat surface, such as a wall or 

ceiling, for optimal visibility. The included brackets also prevent vandalism by fully protecting 

sensitive camera wires and safely routing them through walls.  

 
 

KEY FEATURES: 

 Cameras: 720 TV Line High-Resolution, 1/3 Color CMOS Color Sensor - 1280 x 720 MAX Resolution 

 Weatherproof Camera: Suitable for indoor and outdoor use    

 Lens: 6mm Lens 40° to 45° Field of View 

 Cables: 100 Ft. Cat 5 Cable  

 Computer System Support: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8 Mac OS X 10.6 & 10.7 

 Compatible Browsers: Google Chrome, Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Safari 

 Theft-Deterrent Mounting Brackets - Flexible 3-Axis brackets allow for more precise positioning of the cameras, while guiding the cables directly through 
the camera brackets to reduce the threat of vandalism to the cameras.  

 Mobile Phone Support: Android, iPhone/iPad, Windows Mobile Pro 5, 6 & Phone 7, Black Berry 5/6 

 Simultaneous Remote Viewers: Up to 20 Users 
 
What’s Included: 

 (1) 720p Bullet Camera 

 100 Feet of Cat 5 Cable 

 Quick Start Guide 

 CD-ROM with Remote Viewing Software and Manuals 

 1-year Q-See Warranty & Lifetime Technical Support  


